
 

Kidney transplant recipients do not contract
hepatitis C if receiving kidneys from donors
with a history of hepatitis C
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This study finds kidney transplant recipients do not contract hepatitis C if
receiving kidneys from donors with a history of hepatitis C. Credit: Loma Linda
University Health
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Researchers at Loma Linda University Health found that kidney
transplantation can be safely performed using organs testing positive for
the hepatitis C virus (HCV) antibody but negative for active viral
infection.

Their findings, published July 24 in the American Journal of
Transplantation, could expand the number of kidneys available for those
in need.

"One way of increasing the kidney donor pool is to utilize more organs
from HCV positive donors," said the study's lead author, Michael E. de
Vera, MD, director of Loma Linda University (LLU) Transplant
Institute. "Currently, HCV positive donors are defined by donors that
have previously had HCV even if they were cured. Now there has been a
call to redefine the definition of an HCV positive donor in hopes that
more organs can be used from these donors."

Co-author of the study, Michael Volk, MD, director of transplant
hepatology at LLU Tansplant Institute, participated in a 2017 American
Society of Transplantation consensus conference, which encouraged the
use of organs testing positive for HCV—those with only a positive
antibody, as well as those testing positive for the virus. This
recommendation stems in part from the availability of newer and better
medications to cure people of the virus

"These organs testing positive for HCV are frequently discarded and
often come from younger donors," Volk said. "This approach has the
potential to save lives by increasing the numbers of transplants."

Although there is a record number of deceased organ donors, de Vera
said the gap between the number of kidney transplants performed and
the number of patients on the waiting list remains substantial.
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There are now nearly 95,000 kidney patients on the waiting list, but less
than 20,000 kidney transplants occurred in 2017, according to the United
Network for Organ Sharing.

The problem is even wider in California, where nearly 2,300 people
received a kidney in 2017, while nearly 19,000 remained on the waitlist.

HCV is tested in organ donors by checking for the presence of HCV
antibodies (Ab) and HCV RNA, de Vera said. The presence of HCV
antibodies shows that the virus at some point affected the host, but does
not reveal if the host was cured. The presence of HCV RNA, on the
other hand, indicates active infection. Many organ donors are HCV Ab
positive but HCV RNA negative, and doctors have been reluctant to
transplant kidneys from these donors for fear of transmitting HCV to the
recipient. As a result, many of these kidneys have not been used in the
past.

"Our hope is that this study will convince transplant doctors that the use
of these donor kidneys is safe and does not lead to HCV transmission,"
said de Vera. "And hopefully, more patients will receive these life-
saving organs."

The study was titled, "Transplantation of hepatitis C virus (HCV)
antibody positive, nucleic acid test negative donor kidneys to HCV
negative patients frequently results in seroconversion but not HCV
viremia."

The study looked at 32 patients who were transplanted with HCV
Ab+/NAT- kidneys at Loma Linda University Medical Center from
January 2017 to February 2018. All patients consented to the
surgeries.Recipient ages ranged from early 40s to late 60s, and donor
ages ranged from late 20s to mid 50s. All 32 patients are doing well
without evidence of hepatitis C virus infection.
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  More information: Michael E. de Vera et al, Transplantation of
hepatitis C virus (HCV) antibody positive, nucleic acid test negative
donor kidneys to HCV negative patients frequently results in
seroconversion but not HCV viremia, American Journal of
Transplantation (2018). DOI: 10.1111/ajt.15031
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